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Dear Readers,
There is a lot going on in Vienna…
Vienna companies successfully
attract venture capital
In spring 2007 Austrianova closed a financing round with Ryan Holding of Ireland for
about EUR 35 million - read the report on
the next page to find out more about the
deal and the company's other plans for the
future. Another Vienna company has also
topped up its treasury - f-star, specialist
tailored antibody developers, secured
EUR 6 million from Atlas and Aescap Venture.
Global player spreading its wings
Baxter is expanding its biomedical research
centre to coincide with its 25th anniversary.
The first part of the extension became fully
operational in September 2007 and the
second is scheduled for completion in mid
2008. The total cost for both phases of the
project is about EUR 50 million. Baxter has
taken on 120 new employees at its Orth
research centre since the start of last year,
and a further 40 are to join them by the end
of 2007. Baxter AG employs 3,100 people
in Austria, the Group's second largest headcount outside the USA.
Calling all entrepreneurs
The fourth Best of Biotech (BOB) cross-border business plan competition will start in
December. Together with partners in the
Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovenia,
scientists are encouraged to find commercial applications for their research results
and to consider the possibility of launching
start-ups. www.bestofbiotech.at
We would also like to remind you of our
forthcoming appearances at international
exhibitions: BIO-Europe
in Hamburg, 12-14 November 2007 and Medica in Düsseldorf,
14-17 November 2007.
We look forward to
seeing you there.

Eva Czernohorszky
Michaela Fritz
Executive Board

www.lisavr.at
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Under
construction:
additional lab space
for Vienna
To meet the needs of expanding companies, new start-ups and growing research
institutes, there are a number of infrastructure projects underway in Vienna. At
Vienna's Muthgasse a new L-shaped building with about 24,000 m2 of usable space
is under construction and is scheduled for
completion by the end of 2009. A bridge
spanning Muthgasse will connect the new
building with existing buildings on the
University of Natural Resources and
Applied Life Sciences (Boku) site. Of the
area available, 14,000 m2 are reserved for
the University's Vienna Institute of
BioTechnology (VIBT), with 10,000m2 designated for spin-offs. Within the next 10
years the City of Vienna will invest a further

EUR 10 million in biotech equipment at
Muthgasse.
Apart from Campus Muthgasse, a number
of other buildings are under construction:
At the end of 2007 a new lab building
nearby the Campus Vienna Biocenter will
be available, the 2,300 m2 extension to the
Children's Cancer Research Institute will
open its doors in 2008, as will the 6,500m2
new building - already fully let - at Campus
Vienna Biocenter. At the end of 2009, an
additional 8,000 m2 of lab space will become available close to the Vienna
General Hospital (AKH).
Further information: Sabine Ecker,
ecker@lisavr.at
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Clinical development
After establishment of safety in adults in
Phase I, additional safety and immunogenicity data will be generated in Phase II trials
which will allow extending the clinical program to other target populations, such as
children and the elderly. In parallel controlled
challenge studies in adults will be initiated
for early proof of efficacy.
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Management Team - f.l.t.r.: Michael Tscheppe (CFO), Herbert Hild (Supervisory Board), Reinhard Zickler (COO),
Thomas Muster (CEO/CSO), Joachim Seipelt (VP Cooperations)

A new intranasal
influenza vaccine
generation

Management team
Avir Green Hills Biotechnology's current
management team consists of six members,
who have extensive scientific and management experience obtained from different
businesses. The company is headed by
CEO/CSO, Thomas Muster, CFO, Michael
Tscheppe and COO, Reinhard Zickler,
VP Development, Rosmarie Dick-Gudenus,
VP Research, Andrej Egorov and VP
Cooperations, Joachim Seipelt who are
mainly responsible for the evident successful businesses of the company. The Company has an excellent network of trusted
advisors serving on the company's supervisory board or scientific advisory board. They
include experienced financial experts,
renowned pharma executives as well as
eminent scientists in the field of vaccines,
and virology.

The Viennese company Avir Green Hills Biotechnology Trade AG developed a
new intranasal influenza vaccine generation - The vaccine is based on the deletion
of the NS1 gene
Avir Green Hills Biotechnology Research
Development and Trade AG is a company
based in Vienna, Austria and has started
operations in fall 2002 by a team of scientific and economic experts. Today's number
of employees is 47. They all support the
company in reaching its targets and developing new vaccines.
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Products and Technologies
Avir Green Hills Biotechnology is developing
vaccines and therapies against infectious
diseases such as influenza and tuberculosis,
as well as cancer with melanoma being the
main target. The core competence of Avir
Green Hills Biotechnology is its extensive
know-how in virology, particularly in the field
of interactions between viruses and host
cells.
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Infectious Diseases
In particular Avir Green Hills Biotechnology's
unique expertise in the field of influenza has
led to the vaccine FluVacc which showed an
excellent safety and immunogenicity profile
in preclinical experiments. FluVacc is currently in clinical phase I trials.
Fluvacc - Avir Green Hills` a new generation
replication-deficient influenza virus vaccine
FluVacc is a novel type of influenza vaccine
developed by Avir Green Hills Biotechnology
scientists. Due to its replication-deficient
phenotype it has the safety advantage of an
inactivated vaccine while retaining advantageous properties of live-attenuated vaccine
such as cross-protection, induction of
influenza specific IgA nasal antibodies and
T-cell mediated responses. The vaccine is
applied intranasally.

Contact:
Isolde Bergmann
Human Resources & Corp.Communications
AVIR Green Hills Biotechnology AG
Gersthofer Str. 29-31,
A-1180 Vienna/Austria
Phone: +43-(0)1-31 99 670
E-Mail: i.bergmann@greenhillsbiotech.com
www.greenhillsbiotech.com
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Holdings is a major shareholder in Firecrest
Clinical Ltd., an Irish company providing
information technology-based clinical trial
solutions to the pharmaceutical industry.
After only four years, Firecrest Clinical's success is evident by the fact that six of the top
ten Pharma companies use its services globally.
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Austrianova's new subsidiary most recently
established in “Biopolis”, Singapore's high
tech biomedical research hub, will perform
pilot research studies in which the company's proprietary cell encapsulation technology will be used to encapsulate a variety
of cell types with partners, specifically with a
view to develop products outside of oncology, which will remain the main focus of the
company. Austrianova Singapore has already initiated four projects, one in connection
with a large pharmaceutical company.
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Austrianova is
“ Encapsulating Life”
New slogan „Encapsulating Life” perfectly outlines the vision of the company:
To utilize living cells as therapeutics directly in the patient's body.
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restrain them at the site of application whilst
allowing excellent access to nutrients and
other factors required for their long-term
survival in the patient.

Pioneer and Technology Leader
Austrianova has significantly pioneered
developments to successfully encapsulate
living cells and has established a versatile
cell encapsulation platform that allows targeted delivery of biomolecules.

Austrianova's core strategy focuses on the
development of proprietary cell therapy
based products for the treatment of orphan
niche indications with high unmet medical
need in oncology. The company's most
advanced product NovaCaps® is the first
encapsulated cell product targeting solid,
difficult to treat tumours and has received
Orphan Drug Designation from EMEA for
pancreatic cancer in 2003. It has successfully completed Phase I/II clinical trials in this
indication. NovaCaps® Pancreas consists of
genetically-modified encapsulated living
cells that, when implanted in close proximity
to a solid tumour, enable local conversion of
a prodrug into its active, cytotoxic form.

Austrianova is the only company worldwide
to have an IP-protected GMP industrial production line for the encapsulation of living
cells in cellulose sulphate. In addition to its
Viennese headquarters, the company has a
GMP compliant manufacturing partnership
in Germany and has recently established a
research and development site in Singapore. Austrianova was founded in 2001 as
the first spin-off from the University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna and has in cooperation with its academic partner a total staff of
about 60 FTEs.
Austrianova's cell encapsulation technology
is the basis for the implementation of an
effective and economically feasible cell therapy. The company's innovative drug delivery systems can be applied to a wide range
of therapeutic applications from the treatment of various forms of cancer to diabetes
and metabolic diseases. The capsules,showing high mechanical resistance, with adjustable pore sizes, are biocompatible, act
both to immunoprotect cells, allow controlled release of the active compound and
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Singapore subsidiary established
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Upcoming Milestones
NovaCaps® Pancreas Phase III trials are due
to commence in early 2008. Marketing
Authorisation for the product is anticipated
for 2009/2010. Trials of Novacaps® for additional indications, including the treatment of
liver cancer, head and neck cancer and ovarian cancer are due to commence in 2008.

Financing secured
In June 2007, a substantial first closing of a
financing round of a planned total volume of
35 million Euro was raised from the Irish
Ryan Group Holdings headed by the Irish
pharmacist Gerard Ryan. This will enable
Austrianova to complete Phase III trials for
its reference product NovaCaps® and finance further partnering projects to develop
other therapeutic approaches based on cell
encapsulation technology. The Ryan Group

Contact:
Dr. Susanne Bach
Corporate Communiactions
Austrianova Biomanufacturing AG
A-1210 Vienna/Austria
E-Mail: bach@austrianova.com
www.austrianova.com
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Who is
who?

Meet Austrian companies
at BIO-Europe 2007

Life Science Austria

Vienna Region (LISA VR) –
your partner for success

Life Science Austria Vienna Region
(LISA VR) aims to unlock the poten-

tial of the life sciences in the Vienna

Region by supporting the commercial application of scientific discove-

ries. Our focus is on businesses and
business start-ups in biotechnology

and innovative medical technologies.

Life Science Austria Vienna Region

>
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is the central life sciences consultancy and coordination point

supports high-tech entrepreneurs
and start-ups
provides access to regional and

>

federal funding
helps open up access to private
financing
offers networking, training activi-

>

ties and international marketing

LISA VR encourages the health, pro-

>

sperity and continuing growth of the
Vienna Region as a location for the
life sciences.
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www.lisavr.at | office@lisavr.at
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BIO-Europe 2007 brings together international decision-makers from the biotechnology,
pharmaceutical and financial sectors, offering networking opportunities, workshop
participation, and private, pre-scheduled
one-on-one meetings. The following companies are using the opportunity to present
their current projects to potential partners
and investors at the event:
Affiris identifies and develops tailor-made
vaccines based on peptide antigens for therapy of Alzheimer's disease and atherosclerosis.
f-star develops improved and new therapeutic antibodies and antibody fragments
utilising the company's proprietary modular
antibody technology platform.
Fibrex aims to become a leader in the development and commercialisation of pharmaceuticals targeting fundamental mechanisms of inflammation and tissue injury.
Marinomed develops innovative drugs
based on natural marine resources for use in
treatment of immunological disorders and
infectious diseases.
Oridis Biomed works on targets and optimised lead substances for chronic diseases
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of the liver and liver cancer on the basis of
one of the world's largest tissue banks.
Protaffin, a preclinical-stage company,
develops anti-inflammatory proteins with a
novel mechanism of action based on chemokine/glycan interactions.
Signalomics develops custom-made therapeutics, theranostics and diagnostics for
complex illnesses that result from errors in
cellular signal transduction.
Ugichem works on innovative antisense
agents to treat viral diseases. Unlike rival
antisense approaches, the „distinguishing
characteristic“ of ugichem agents is their
cellular uptake without the need for additional enabling technologies.
In addition to these start-ups, established
biotech companies such as Intercell and
Austrianova and global players such as
Baxter Austria and Boehringer Ingelheim
Austria will be present at BIO-Europe. The
LISA VR team will also be there, to provide
you with more information about various
companies' activities in different areas of the
life sciences. Please contact us to arrange a
meeting:
office@lisavr.at.
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